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Central Thesis: 
 

In this paper we examine how theories of social 
practice can be used to re-imagine how policy could 
drive transitions to low(er) carbon commuting. 
 

The analysis of commuting as a (sequenced) mobility 
practice in everyday life suggests that policy needs 
to: 
 
◦ address the structural barriers caused by the lack 

of availability of the elements that constitute bus- 
and cycle-commuting, and 
 
◦ intervene in the timing and spatiality of a range of 

social practices to reduce the tendency for 
commutes to have spatial and temporal 
characteristics that militate against the use of bus 
and cycle modes.  

 
 
 
 
 



Disruption Project: WP2 
 

Ethnographic study of everyday mobilities 

Brighton and Lancaster Universities 

53 individuals in 39 households 

2-4 interviews each over 2 years and extra data 
collection (photo, video, scrapbook, diaries, blogs, 
spreadsheets) 



Results in a focus on modal choice 

Commuting: existing research  
 
Transport research highlights: 
 
 More commuters, less frequent trips (substitution – flexible 

working); 
 

 Cars dominating the commute (modal shift) 
 

 Longer commuting distances (distance reduction - 
planning) (Lyons and Chatterjee 2008) 

 
 



Commute literature: modal choice 
 
 Assumes mode selection is an individual rational 

choice based on economics and social psychology 
modelled behaviours 
 

 Predominantly choice-based policies (e.g. UK’s 
‘smarter choices’ programme) 

 
 This has been critiqued by e.g. Shove 2010 as 

ignoring structural constraints on agency and 
influences on routines 



Limits of a choice-based approach: 
 
Transport policy tackles “the symptoms (e.g., provide 

cycle facilities) but fail[s] to tackle the underlying 
problems (distance, complex trip characteristics) 
[...] The underlying problems of changes in the 
structure of society, such as life styles and 
approaches to parenting are not addressed.” 
(Dickinson et al. 2003: 65) 

 
 Commuting choices are more determined by how 

they fit into people’s life routines, affected by issues 
of geography and therefore time 



A social practice approach: 
 
‘Elemental’ analysis of practices as bringing together 

competences, meanings and materials (Shove et al 
2012) 

 
Apply to both mobility and the activities it enables/ties 

together (Watson 2012) 
 
STS/TM understanding of automobility as 

dominant/hardened system: co-evolution of society, 
space and automobile practices (Urry 2004; Geels 
2005) 

 
.: Potentials for intervention beyond individual and 

beyond transport policy 



Findings (1): Commutes as 
mode+activity 

 
Empirically, commutes (activity) by modes are/can be 

different practices to general mode usage (e.g. 
cycling/driving) 

 
.: Policy needs to address mode-activity assemblages 

individually and specifically: 
“commuter cycling is a particular variant of practice 

comprised of different elements to leisure cycling, 
or mountain biking. If cycling is to compete for 

commuters then it is this variant that should be the 
focus of policy” (Spurling et al 2013:12) 

 



Commutes as mode+activity 
 
“it was quite easy to just walk up to the bus stop and get 

on, sit and it was quite nice to read a book and spend 
some minutes before you got there” (Abigail) 
 

“if I could also not only store my kit day to day but also 
get a shower reasonably quickly, yes I would [cycle-
commute more often]” (Ron) 
 

“when you get to your desk after you’ve cycled to work 
you feel awake and ready to take on the day’s tasks, so 
a nice way to start the day” (Adam) 

 
“you’re tense with work and you work it out and you 

come back sane. I just cycle for [...] mental health in 
my view.” (Joe) 
 

“I'd much rather sit on a bus or a train, it's your time ... 
you've time to read, or knit, or sleep or just have time.” 
(Ruth) 

 
 

 
 
 



Finding (2): Timespace and commutes 
in practice sequences 

 

Practices consume time-space (competition), and 
produce it (e.g. social rhythms and flows: Lefebvre 
2004; Schatzki 2009) .:  

a mode of commuting needs to not consume time 
required for other practices 

a commuting mode must allow the distances 
between working, domestic and other sites of 
sequenced practice to be travelled within the 
temporal constraints imposed by sequencing 

 
 

 



Timespace and commutes in practice 
sequences: 

 
“I needed a car...to drop the kids off at school and get 

to work in time” (Rachel) 
 
“the shopping, you know going straight after work […] 

we used the car quite a lot more [...]  and ferried 
children around” (Felicity) 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
“rather than scheduling my day around the public 

transport, [...] I would just go for convenience 
and drive but in Brighton convenience is exactly 
the same as taking public transport” (Cilla) 

 
“up until now, because [...] I’ve worked locally, 

I’ve not had need for... you know, I’ve not 
needed to commute using a car.” (Christoph) 

 
“...just stop off at Booths on the way home 

because you can get on and off the bus or if 
you're cycling you can stop off” (Ruth) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Timespace and commutes in practice 
sequences: 

 
The practice approach highlights further influences on 

the place of the commute in everyday life practice 
sequences: 

 
Omnivorous lifestyles, choice (e.g. school, health, 

home location), individualisation: changing 
expectations, norms and practices (Shove 2003) 
with car use 

 
.: Possible to intervene in broader systems of practice 

to influence commute mode? 



Finding (3): Low carbon commutes in 
changed sequences/timespaces: 

 
“So you plan ahead more.  You probably don’t go out 

as often as you did.  Not distances anyway.  I go out 
of the house as often but the distance you go is 
much less.  So times I would go and do my shopping 
in Skipton, whereas I wouldn’t do that now” 
(Richard) 

 
“If I go road cycling I normally cycle to work and then 

we'll head up from here round [the Trough of] 
Bowland” (Ruth) 
 
 

 
 



Least radical Most Spectrum of potential systemic interventions affecting mobility practices 

Parking for car-
sharers - 
infrastructural 

Mandate flexible hours - 
temporal 

Reduce ‘core hours’ 
for business - 
temporal 

Technology for 
flexible work 
provided by 
employer - 
material Collectivised works 

transport - infrastructural 

Late arrival accepted for low-carbon 
commuters - cultural 

–Responsibility for low-carbon 
commute shifts to employer - 
systemic 

WORK 

Flexible start time for low carbon 
parents - temporal 

EDUCATION 
Mandate cycle proficiency 
– personal competence 

Mandate local school 
attendance –  choice 

Demand responsive 
transport - 
infrastructure No car stopping or 

dropping near schools - 
infrastructure 

Carbon footprint of school run 
responsibility shifts to school 
- systemic 

Walking and cycling ‘buses’ – slowing traffic – 
addressing risk ‘Cycle to school’ funds 

HEALTH 
Remove ‘patient choice’ of 
treatment site - choice 

De-privatise fleets, 
rationalise DRT patient 
transport - infrastructure 

Maintain GP locations - 
spatial 

RECREATION 
AND LEISURE 

Halt sales of local facilities 
(school fields, recreation 
grounds  etc - spatial 

Late night gym/class 
discounts -temporal 

Employers responsible 
for after-school clubs - 
systemic 



Conclusion: Holistic mobility not 
transport policy 

 
“Rather than viewing this mobility as given —as in 

policies of modal shift—we might intervene in the 
wider system of practices which produces the need 
for mobility. In other words, patterns of mobility, or 
private car use, might have nothing to do with 
transport policy at all, but be connected to how 
households are provisioned, where children go to 
school, how work and leisure are conducted, and so 
on.” (Spurling et al 2013: 29-30) 
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